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with the still. From film stills and flipbooks to slide shows
and digital imaging, hybrid visual forms have now
established an ambiguous realm between motion and
The relationship between the still and moving image,
inscribed in the notion of the “Cinematic”, is complementary stillness. This section begins to articulate a missing history,
where photography and cinema have been each other’s
in some ways, and oppositional in others. But it remains
muse and inspiration for over a century.
an intertwined and long-standing history of ever changing
forms and diverse practices.
Many film-makers have consciously, openly used
the still image (or indeed the notion of stillness) in their
work designed for a cinema screen, while others have made
the journey from the movie theatre to the photograph and,
in the process, explored the possibilities of sequence
and narrative.
Equally, many photographers have borrowed from,
and been drawn to, the aesthetic and narrative qualities of
the cinema. The list is long. Increasingly there are a number
of contemporary photographers who draw on the lineage
of an earlier lens-based practice, of Andy Warhol to name
but one, to produce works which explore temporal and
expanded time, and exist in an ambiguous world that is
neither still nor moving, and yet is both.
The erosion of the boundaries between the still and
moving image has recently been affected by the arrival of
new technologies, too. The in-built digital fluidity of mobile
devices and digital cameras inevitably throws into question
the traditional distinctions between both media.
Reflecting on this hybrid landscape, the following
section showcases 19 works that, in disparate ways, explore
the different facets of this complex relationship. These
include the work of photographers who have crossed back
and forth between the two media in their practice, in
addition to the likes of Victor Burgin, Eric Baudelaire and
Hollis Frampton, who explore conceptual themes about
time, memory, space, as well as architectural, literary and
cinematic metaphors.
In short, this section gives tangible, visual examples
of why and how both media have been drawn to each other,
and how the moving image has changed our relationship
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Portfolio Artists
Martina Lindqvist, Rågskär Island. Rågskär is a
Finnish island Martina Lindqvist has been visiting
since she was a child. The memories of visits have
built in her mind’s eye, to create a fictional island
where the oppositions between reality and illusion
finally dissolve. The island as she knows it can only
therefore be touched in pictures by circumventing
the usual way of the camera, and each image is
consequently an interpretation and recreation in
miniature of a snapshot taken on the island. These
images make an introspect world visible. p122
Simon Roberts, Polyarne Nochi. Unforgiving and
dramatic winters have often been regarded as one
of Russia’s most defining characteristics. A Russian
winter is redolent both of great hardship but also
great beauty and for centuries it has been romanticised
in the country’s painting, music and cinema. Inspired
by Russian cinema, Polyarnye Nochi explores the
winter landscapes of Northern Russia during a
period known as Polar Nights, when the region is
shrouded in darkness nearly 24 hours a day. p122
Gregory Crewdson, Untitled (Union Street),
Beneath the Roses, 2006. In the series Beneath the
Roses, shot between 2005 and 2008, the artist
explores the lush and ragged edges of small-town
America. While much of his earlier work focused on
character and drama, Gregory Crewdson here shows
a greater awareness of atmosphere and setting; he
shot these photographs in and around the same town
in upstate Massachusetts, but the scenery varies
widely, from leafy summer landscapes to stark,
ghostly interiors and—a first for the artist—austere
winter scenes.
The stillness depicted in each photograph suggests
a suspension of everyday life, and yet any hint of
narrative or action is deferred by a mood of mystery
and incompletion. The atmosphere is tactile and
moist, the light a substance that seems to cling to
the leaves and bodies that occupy the space. The
summer photographs bring to mind American
realists such as Edward Hopper and Walker Evans,
filtered through the damp, saturated colours in the
work of eighteenth-century French painters such as
Jean-Honoré Fragonard and Jean-Antoine Watteau.
The importance of David Lynch and Alfred
Hitchcock are evident in the interiors, which have an
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otherworldly intensity, and paralysis haunts the
winter scenes. This body of photographs concludes
Gregory Crewdson’s Beneath the Roses series.
Images courtesy of White Cube, London. p124
Bethany Murray, Avoided Spaces. The Polaroids
of the series Avoided Spaces are made in London.
The work refers to throwaway tests used in film and
looks at the idea that through re-enactment memory
can be a fluid concept, open to change and
transformation. The artist uses herself as the
performer in the work, describing stories that have
taken place in each scene. p125
Arno Roncada, Avalanche. Roncada doesn’t take
photographs. He invents them. Pictures or fragments
of perspective. Sceneries and landscapes. They are
created from a mix of instinctive ideas, critical
considerations and rational models, existing or not.
He takes the time to give form to a space; to show us
in full what there is to see and—if possible—what he
himself thought to see. In such a way, locations are
found or sometimes even literally personally
constructed. Here, the language of modernistic films
serves as a pretext for exploring an enigmatic or
subjective state of the landscape, using specific
cinematographic shooting techniques (e.g. day for
night) and thematic affinities. p128
Mark Pilkington, Working the Desert (Storm).
An extensive development of the United Arab
Emirates region is emerging from the once barren
undulating and shifting sands of the desert. There is
an intended silence in the work, not so much a
decisive moment more a pause in some form of a
narrative. Responding to the environment in which
he lives, Mark Pilkington interacts and intervenes
with this particular transforming landscape he is at
once in front of and behind the lens. p129
Andy Warhol, Screen Tests, 16mm, 1964–1966.
(1928–1987). Warhol’s Screen Tests featured a range of
famous and less known visitors to The Factory,
selected for the sitters’ ‘star potential’. Arranged in
different compilations such as 13 Most Beautiful
Women and 13 Most Beautiful Boys, the subjects were
often asked to hold completely still for each two and
a half minute portrait, the length of a roll of 16mm

film. These were subsequently projected back in slow
motion at 16 frames per second producing hypnotic
and mesmerising studies on the act of the gaze.
Courtesy ©The Andy Warhol Museum, Pittsburgh, PA, a
museum of Carnegie Institute. All rights reserved. p130–1
E-J Major, Try To Do Things We All Can Understand.
This screen based film installation was motivated by
a desire to slow down and disassemble those scenes
which represent the crux of a movie (348 scenes
from 29 films). By divorcing dialogues from their
original scenes and presenting both independently
on several different screens the material is
represented in a way that encourages the viewer to
make narratives of their own. p133
Zhang Xiao, Shanxi Province. “These photographs
were taken in Shanxi Province in northwest China.
They document the ancient customs that originate
from pagan religious beliefs. They are the product of
Ancient voodoo totem worship. In the past, people
used to worship the gods of religious activities.
Today a number of these customs have survived to
remain one of the most important cultural practices
in the New Year throughout most of Shanxi Province
northwest China. To me, theirs is a world that is not
real; people have an otherworldly presence. I like
those people, sometime they are better than the
people I meet everyday in ‘normal’ life, like in a
dream land. I always take their photograph when
they are not aware of me, because I do not want
wake them up from the dream.” Zhang Xiao p135
Marcus Coates & Huw Davies, The Changing Face.
Digital video, 2007. A series of animated morphed
portraits created from the faces of over 200
participants aged between 14–18. Its appearance
transforms from a merged single face, through to
images of separate characters—reflecting a collective
community as well as that of the individual.
Screened in various site-specific locations and
commissioned as part of the Welcome Project for
Dott07 (Designs of the Times), One North East and
the Berwick Film & Media Arts Festival 2007. p136–7
Muge, Silence “These photographs were taken in
Chongqing, the biggest city along the Yangtze River
in the Three Gorges area in China, where my home

town is. This series of photographs were taken
between 2006 and 2008. When I met these people,
the only thing that I relied on was the realities
around me and my own intuition. Pressing the
shutter release button became a ritual of
understanding human beings and their lives.”
Muge p139
Julieta Sans, Well Read. Swann’s Way, Marcel
Proust. Well Read is a series of portraits of people
as a character from a fictional book of their choice,
be it a classic novel, pulp fiction, poetry or children’s
stories; in any case, highly personal recreations
of works of fiction as chosen by the models. The
story behind every image is open to the spectators,
giving place to myriad possible interpretations.
Borrowing artifices from cinema to recreate fiction
through a visual interpretation of the written word,
the series goes beyond the mere portrayal of reality
that is usually attributed to photography, lovingly
integrating word and image. p140
Nadège Mériau, Mises en Scene. Mises en Scene
evokes the fantastical world of magic realism and
children’s imaginations where elements of dreams,
fairy tales, folklore or mythology combine with
the everyday. Nadège Mériau’s photographs are
ambiguous narratives where innocence meets
darkness, humour borders on the absurd and beauty
is tinted with menace. Some of the photographs
have been carefully staged with the help of animal
handlers. However unexpected the scenes may
be they were all enacted for real, with live animals
leaving the outcome of the work less controllable
and allowing ‘natural’ behaviour to become part
of the underlying narrative. p141
Vincent Lafrance, Le Jongleur, Digital video.
Lafrance’s work Le Jongleur (2007) captures the
apparently gravity-defying suspension of objects
in mid-air using the most basic forms of illusion.
Le Jongleur humorously freezes an action pose of
a juggler into a living videographic sculpture. p142
David Boulogne, Inadequates. The artist’s work
questions the way we anticipate a photograph. His
interest lies in the friction of oppositions to reveal
some kind of truth, paying mostly attention to
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ordinary details to trigger bigger question marks.
The Inadequates series were shot over a period of
three years in order to achieve a sense of honesty
with time and the milieu. A collection of portraits
looking at people found slightly out of context with
their environment, the photographs create a tension
and suspense reminiscent of stills from a British
version of Twin Peaks. They are mini dramas
performed by non-actors in a devised piece playing
with the exposure of private moments in public
space. The mix produces a compelling unease. p143
Kelly Richardson, Waggons Roll (The Remake)
Digital video, (2007). A car hangs suspended in
mid-air, in a scene immediately identifiable from a
Hollywood action movie. Although the car is frozen
in time, the clouds drift slowly overhead against a
background of natural sounds, creating an uneasy
stillness and calm, in counterpoint, to a moment of
high drama. “My work is linked primarily by the idea
that all sensations can be summed up in key, slight
moments. I try to make work about these loaded
moments, which are found in the everyday, of
everything at once or that are somehow
simultaneously absurd, hilarious, beautiful, sad,
pathetic, lonely, futile, exciting”.
Kelly Richardson p144
Kate Peters, Stranger Than Fiction. The American
landscape has influenced photographers for many
years. The homogenisation of many Middle
American towns has meant that chain stores and
chain restaurants dominate much of the landscape.
Kate Peters is interested in how we contribute to
personalising our surrounding environments,
asserting our individuality both consciously and
subconsciously on a place and the ways in which we
exist within these spaces. It was her intention to seek
out expressions of individuality within areas that are
gradually being taken over by shopping malls and
fast food chains. Photographed in a number of
locations across the USA these images are united by
their expression of human nature, alluding to the
history of a place and the marks we make. p145
Minou Norouzi, Imago Digital video. Conceived as
a hypothesis that ones favourite line from a movie
contains within it the essence of a person’s ideal,

a passion, conviction or sense of self, Imago maps a
series of frozen moments in the Los Angeles acting
community. Each actor is documented in their day
job delivering his or her favourite line from a movie,
mapping the day to day architectural space where
desire is incubated. p146
Michael Ormerod (1947–1991) Ormerod’s
photocinematic images are like film stills
fragmented out of the flow of the total movie and
supplemented by visual interruptions that challenge
comfortable notions of mythic completion and
closure. In a ‘cinematic’ country, like the USA, where
everything seems transformed into images, the
photographer must find ways to both document this
tendency to simulation and engage with it creatively
and critically within the photographic contact zone.
All photographs Untitled, no dates. Images courtesy of
Millennium Images, London. p148–51
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